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WATER HEATER BURNER CLOGGING
DETECTION AND SHUTDOWN SYSTEM

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A fuel-fired water heater (10) has main (24) and pilot burners (52) disposed in its

combustion chamber All of the primary combustion air (44) utilized by the main

and pilot burners (24, 52) during firing thereof is supplied thereto via an enclosed path

(38) extending to the burners (24, 52) from outside of the combustion chamber A

burner clogging detection system (50) is operative to shut down further combustion, upon

sensing a condition of the pilot burner flame (70) indicative of a predetermined degree of

pilot burner clogging, prior to the main burner (24) being clogged to an unacceptable

degree by particulate matter entrained in incoming combustion air (44) being delivered to

the main burner (24).
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O WATER HEATER BURNER CLOGGING
SDETECTION AND SHUTDOWN SYSTEM

U

SBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to fuel-fired heating apparatus and, in a

representatively illustrated embodiment thereof, more particularly provides a fuel-fired

water heater having incorporated therein a burner clogging detection and shutdown

Ssystem.

Fuel-fired water heaters typically operate in locations (such as, for example,

Sattics, closets, basements, sheds, etc.) which are not regularly cleaned, and have ambient

1o air containing particulate matter such as lint, dirt and/or oil. It is this contaminant-laden

air which is delivered to the water heater as combustion air for its burner system. The

airborne particulate matter in such combustion air can, over time, clog the water heater's

burner and undesirably increase its production of carbon monoxide.

In view of this it would be desirable to provide a fuel-fired water heater with a

burner clogging detection system which could monitor the degree of burner clogging

caused by airborne particulate matter ingested by the burner and prevent further burner

combustion in response to the detection of a predetermined level of burner clogging.

It is the object of the present invention to overcome or ameliorate one or more of

the disadvantages of the prior art, or at least to provide a useful alternative.
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Summary of the Invention

In one aspect, the prevent invention provides fuel-fired heating apparatus

comprising:

a combustion chamber;

a first fuel burner disposed within said combustion chamber and operable to

create a flame therein, wherein said first fuel burner can be clogged by particulate matter

entrained in primary combustion air delivered thereto during firing thereof;

a second fuel burner operable to create a flame, wherein said second fuel burner

can be clogged by particulate matter entrained in primary combustion air delivered

1o thereto during firing thereof;

an air supply system for supplying primary combustion air from outside said

combustion chamber to said first and second fuel burners without exposing the supplied

primary combustion air to the interior of said combustion chamber on its way to said first

and second fuel burners; and

is a shutdown system for monitoring the condition of said second fuel burner flame

and terminating combustion within said combustion chamber when said condition is

indicative of a predetermined degree of clogging of said second fuel burner.

In another aspect, the present invention provides a fuel-fired water heater

comprising:

a combustion chamber;

a main fuel burner disposed in said combustion chamber;

a pilot fuel burner disposed in said combustion chamber and operative to

generate a flame for igniting said main fuel burner,

wherein said main and pilot fuel burners can be clogged by particulate

matter entrained in primary combustion air supplied thereto during firing thereof;

a passage structure for flowing primary combustion air to said main and pilot

fuel burners from outside of said combustion chamber, said passage structure being

configured to prevent exposure to the interior of said combustion chamber of incoming

primary combustion air traversing said passage structure, said main and pilot fuel burners

receiving primary combustion air only via said passage structure; and

a shutdown system for terminating combustion in said combustion chamber prior

to said main fuel burner becoming clogged to a predetermined degree, said shutdown

system being operative to monitor the condition of said pilot fuel burner and terminate
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combustion within said combustion chamber when said condition becomes indicative of a

predetermined degree of clogging of said pilot fuel burner.

In another aspect, the present invention provides a fuel-fired water heater

comprising:

a combustion chamber;

a radiant main fuel burner disposed in said combustion chamber and having:

a hollow body with a perforate flame-holding outer wall section, which

can be clogged by particulate matter entrained in combustion air being delivered to said

main fuel burner during firing thereof,

an air-receiving plenum coupled to said hollow body and having an

interior communicating with the interior of said hollow body, and a wall structure

defining a passage for flowing primary combustion air into said plenum, from outside of

said combustion chamber, for delivery from within said plenum to the interior of said

hollow body;

a pilot fuel burner disposed in said combustion chamber externally of said main

fuel burner and operative to generate a pilot flame useable to ignite said main fuel burner,

said pilot fuel burner having:

an air inlet portion extending into said plenum and having an air inlet

opening disposed within said plenum for receiving combustion air delivered thereto via

said passage, and

a perforate structure interposed in the path of combustion air being

received by said inlet opening, wherein the perforate structure can be clogged;

wherein the main and pilot fuel burners receive primary combustion air only via

the said plenum and passage without exposing the supplied primary combustion air to the

interior of the combustion chamber on its way to the main and pilot fuel burners; and

a shutdown system for terminating combustion in said combustion chamber prior

to said outer wall section of said main fuel burner becoming clogged to a predetermined

degree, said shutdown system being operative to monitor the condition of said pilot fuel

burner flame and terminate combustion within said combustion chamber when said

condition becomes indicative of a predetermined degree of clogging of said perforate

structure of the pilot fuel burner.

In another aspect, the present invention provides a method of operating a fuel-

fired heating appliance having a first fuel burner disposed within a combustion chamber,

said method comprising the steps of:
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providing a second fuel bumrner;
N supplying to said first and second fuel burners all of the primary combustion air

;utilised thereby during firing thereof from outside said combustion chamber in a manner

_isolating the supplied primary combustion air from exposure to the interior of said

N, 5 combustion chamber;

detecting clogging of said second fuel burner caused by particulate matter

D entrained in primary combustion air being supplied thereto; andIC
preventing further combustion within said combustion chamber in response toO

N detecting a predetermined degree of clogging of said second fuel burner.

S 10o In carrying out principles of the present invention, in accordance with a

i representatively illustrated embodiment thereof, fuel-fired heating apparatus is provided

which has a combustion chamber in which a first fuel burner is disposed, the first fuel

burner being operative to create a flame in the combustion chamber and which can be

clogged by particulate matter entrained in primary combustion air delivered thereto

during firing thereof A second fuel burner is operative to create a flame and also can be

clogged by particulate matter entrained in primary combustion air delivered thereto

during firing thereof.

The representatively illustrated fuel-fired heating apparatus also has an air supply

system for supplying primary combustion air from outside the combustion chamber to the

first and second fuel burners without exposing the supplied primary combustion air to the

interior of the combustion chamber on its way to the first and second fuel burners.

A shutdown system is also incorporated into the fuel-fired heating apparatus for

monitoring the condition of the second fuel burner flame and terminating combustion

within the combustion chamber when the second burner flame condition is indicative of a

predetermined degree of clogging of the second fuel burner. Since all of the primary

combustion air supplied to the first and second burners comes from outside the

combustion chamber via a path isolated from the interior of the combustion chamber, the

degree of particulate matter clogging of the second burner, representatively a pilot burner

located within the combustion chamber and operative to ignite the first or main burner, is

directly indicative of the degree of particulate matter clogging of the main burner,

representatively a radiant fuel burner.
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O In a further aspect, the present invention provides a fuel-fired heating apparatus

comprising:O
O a combustion chamber;

a first fuel burner disposed in said combustion chamber;

a second fuel burner disposed in said combustion chamber,

said first and second fuel burners being cloggable to progressively

IDgreater degrees related in a predetermined manner, by particulate matter in combustion air

being delivered thereto during firing thereof, and

a shutdown system operative to limit the maximum amount of clogging of said

first burner by sensing the attainment of a predetermined degree of clogging of said

I second fuel burner and responsively disabling further operation of said first fuel burner.

In another aspect, the present invention provides a fuel-fired water heater

comprising:

a combustion chamber;

a radiant main fuel burner disposed in said combustion chamber and having a

hollow body with an inlet portion for receiving combustion air, and a perforate flame-

holding outer wall section cloggable by particulate matter entrained in combustion air

being delivered to said main fuel burner during firing thereof;

a pilot fuel burner disposed in said combustion chamber externally of said main

fuel burner and operative to generate a pilot flame useable to ignite said main fuel burner,

said pilot fuel burner having an inlet structure for receiving combustion air and being

cloggable by particulate matter entrained in combustion air being delivered to said pilot

fuel burner during firing thereof, the rates of clogging of said outer wall section of said

main fuel burner and said inlet structure of said pilot fuel burner during firing thereof

being correlated in a predetermined manner; and

a shutdown system for terminating combustion in said combustion chamber prior

to said outer wall section of said main fuel burner becoming clogged to a predetermined

degree, said shutdown system being operative to monitor the condition of said pilot fuel

burner flame and terminate combustion within said combustion chamber when said

condition becomes indicative of a predetermined degree of clogging of said cloggable

inlet structure of said pilot fuel burner.

97877_ I:LZV:TCW



In yet another aspect, the present invention provides a method of operating a

fuel-fired heating appliance having a cloggable first fuel burner disposed within a

combustion chamber, said method comprising the steps of:

positioning a second fuel burner within the combustion chamber;

supplying combustion air to said first and second fuel burners;

detecting a reduction in combustion air flow to said second fuel burner caused by

particulate matter entrained in combustion air being supplied to said second fuel burner;

and

preventing further combustion within said combustion chamber in response to

detecting a predetermined degree of reduction in combustion air flow to said second fuel

burner indicative of a predetermined degree of clogging of said first fuel burner.

97877 I:LZV:TCWi



o In yet a further aspect, the present invention provides for use in a fuel-fired water

heater having a combustion chamber with main and pilot fuel burners disposed therein, a

method of preventing said main fuel burner from generating an undesirable level of

carbon monoxide during firing thereof, said method comprising the steps of sensing a

5, condition of said pilot fuel burner during operation thereof, indicative of a predetermined

degree of clogging of said main fuel burner by particulate matter, and responsively

IND disabling further operation of said main fuel burner.
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Illustratively, the fuel-fired heating apparatus is a gas-fired water

heater provided with a fuel supply system for delivering fuel, from a

source thereof, to the main and pilot burners, the fuel supply system

including a fuel supply valve, and the shutdown system is operative to

cause closure of the fuel valve in response to detecting the change in

a condition in the pilot burner flame. The shutdown system preferably(-i
kn includes a thermocouple positioned to be impinged upon by the pilot

burner flame and operatively coupled to the fuel valve. Other methods of

terminating water heater combustion, such as terminating combustion air

flow to the burners, could alternatively be employed if desired.

In an illustrated specific structural embodiment thereof, the fuel-

fired water heater has a radiant main burner disposed in its combustion

chamber and having a hollow body with a perforate flame-holding outer

wall section cloggable by particulate matter entrained in combustion air

being delivered to the main burner during firing thereof. An air-receiving

plenum is coupled to the hollow body and has an interior communicating

with the interior of the hollow body, and a wall structure defining a

passage for flowing primary combustion air into the plenum, from outside

of the combustion chamber, for delivery from within the plenum to the

interior of the hollow body.

A pilot fuel burner is disposed in the combustion chamber externally

of the main fuel burner and is operative to generate a pilot flame useable

to ignite the main fuel burner. The pilot burner has an air inlet portion

extending into the plenum and having an air inlet opening disposed

within the plenum for receiving combustion air delivered thereto via the

aforementioned passage, and a cloggable perforate structure,

representatively of a metal wire mesh construction, interposed in the

path of combustion air being received by the inlet opening.



The shutdown system operates to terminate combustion in the

combustion chamber prior to the outer wall section of the main fuel

burner becoming clogged to a predetermined degree, the shutdown

system being operative to monitor the condition of the pilot fuel burner

flame and terminate combustion within the combustion chamber when

the condition becomes indicative of a predetermined degree of clogging

of the cloggable perforate structure of the pilot fuel burner.

From a broad perspective, the invention provides a method of

operating a fuel-fired heating appliance having a first fuel burner disposed

within a combustion chamber, the method comprising the steps of

providing a second fuel burner; supplying to the first and second fuel

burners all of the primary combustion air utilized thereby during firing

thereof from outside the combustion chamber in a manner isolating the

supplied primary combustion air from exposure to the interior of the

combustion chamber; detecting clogging of the second fuel burner

caused by particulate matter entrained in primary combustion air being

supplied thereto; and preventing further combustion within the

combustion chamber in response to detecting a predetermined degree of

clogging of the second fuel burner.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic cross-sectional view through a lower end portion

of a representative fuel-fired hot water heater incorporating therein a

specially designed burner clogging detection and shutdown system

embodying principles of the present invention; and

FIG. 2 is an enlarged scale bottom end view of an air supply tube

portion of a sensor/pilot structure of the system taken along line 2-2 of

FIG. 1.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION0

Schematically illustrated in FIG. 1 in cross-sectional form is a lower

end portion of a fuel-fired heating appliance, representatively a gas-fired

water heater 10, embodying principles of the present invention. While

o the heating appliance is representatively a water heater, it could(-i

kn alternatively be a different type of fuel-fired heating appliance, such as,

for example, a fuel-fired boiler or air heating furnace without departing

from principles of the present invention.

Water heater 10 is shown resting on a horizontal support surface

such as floor 12 and includes a cylindrical, vertically extending insulated

metal tank 14 in which a quantity of pressurized heated water 16 is stored

for on-demand delivery in the usual manner to plumbing fixtures (not

shown) such as sinks, showers, dishwashers and the like. The bottom wall

of the tank 14 defines the top wall 18 of a combustion chamber 20 that

underlies the tank 14. Extending upwardly from the wall 18, through the

water 16, is a flue pipe 22 communicating with the interior of the

combustion chamber 

A main gas burner 24, representatively a radiant burner, is disposed

within the interior of the combustion chamber 20. Other types of fuel

burners could alternatively be utilized without departing from principles

of the present invention. Firing of the burner 24 creates hot combustion

products 26 that pass upwardly through the flue pipe 22 and transfer

combustion heat to the stored water 16.

Radiant burner 24 has a horizontally elongated hollow body 28 with a

top perforate flame-holding wall section 30 which is illustratively of a

metal wire mesh construction. A right end wall 32 of the burner body 28

has an air inlet opening 34 therein which communicates the interior of the



burner body 28 with the interior of an air inlet plenum box 36 projecting

Shorizontally outwardly from the right end wall 32 of the burner body 28.

A primary combustion air inlet duct 38, having an open right or inlet end

communicates with the interior of the inlet plenum box 36 and

O extends outwardly through the vertical outer side wall 42 of the

Scombustion chamber 

AS subsequently described herein, during firing of the burner 24,

Ai primary combustion air 44 is delivered to the burner 24 via duct 38 and

the plenum 36, and is mixed with fuel gas delivered to the burner 24

through a main burner fuel line 46 interconnected between the burner 24

and a conventional thermostatic gas supply valve 48 externally mounted

on the water heater 10 as shown and monitoring the temperature of the

stored heated water 16. Burning of the fuel/air mixture by the burner 24

during firing thereof creates within the combustion chamber 20 the

aforementioned hot combustion products 26.

Over time, the mesh wall section 30 of the main fuel burner 24 may

begin to become clogged with particulate matter (such as lint, dirt and/or

oil) entrained in the incoming primary combustion air 44. This can

undesirably increase the level of carbon monoxide generated by the firing

of the water heater 10. In order to prevent the water heater 10 from

being fired after the burner 24 has become clogged to an undesirable

degree, the present invention provides a specially designed burner

clogging detection and shutdown system 50 which will now be described.

system 50 includes a pilot fuel burner 52 used as a main burner

clogging detector, and a thermocouple 54 interconnected to the gas valve

48 by electrical leads 56 and 58. Pilot burner 52 is representatively

disposed within the combustion chamber 20 externally of the main burner



24, but could alternatively be positioned outside of the combustion

chamber.

The pilot fuel burner 52 is used to selectively ignite the main fuel

burner 24 and has a body 60 to which are connected a pilot burner fuel

o line 62 coupled to the gas supply valve 48, an air inlet tube 64 projecting

Sdownwardly into the plenum box 36 and having an open bottom inlet end

Scovered by a perforate cloggable member 66 representatively of a metal

Swire screen construction (see FIG. and an air/fuel mixture tube 68 having

an open outer or left end at which a pilot flame 70 is created during firing

of the pilot burner 52. As illustrated in FIG. 1, the thermocouple 54 is

positioned to be impinged upon, and be heated by, the pilot flame 

During firing of the water heater 10, primary combustion air 44 is

drawn into the open end 40 of the air inlet duct 38 and into the main

burner inlet plenum box 36. A first portion 44a of this incoming primary

combustion air 44 enters the hollow main burner body 28 via its end

opening 34 and is used to support main burner combustion. At the same

time, a second portion 44b of the incoming primary combustion air 44

flows upwardly through the screen 66 and into the pilot burner body 

via the air inlet tube 64 to support pilot burner combustion resulting in

the illustrated pilot flame 

If the incoming primary combustion air 44 from outside the

combustion chamber 20 (which serves both the main burner 24 and the

pilot burner 52) contains particulate material (such as lint, dirt, and/or oil)

which can clog the screen portion 30 of the main burner 24, such

particulate material will (after time) clog the screen 66 on the inlet end of

the pilot air intake tube 64. This progressive clogging of the inlet screen

66 changes the pattern of the pilot flame 70 (which also serves as a sensor

flame) in a manner such that the pilot flame heat received by the



thermocouple 54 is reduced. When this thermocouple-received heat

reduction is sufficiently large, the electrical output of the thermocouple

54 (via the electrical leads 56,58) becomes too small to hold its associated

gas valve 48 open, and the gas valve 48 returns to its normally closed

o position, thereby terminating fuel gas flow to both the main and pilot

0 burners 24,52 and stopping further combustion in the combustionc-i

a chamber. Instead of using the reduced thermocouple electrical output to

N terminate fuel flow to the burners 24 and 52, it could be used in another

manner to terminate combustion in the combustion chamber 20 such as,

for example, preventing further primary combustion air flow to the

burners.

As can be seen, because all of the primary combustion air supplied to

the main and pilot burners 24,52 comes from outside of the combustion

chamber 20 via a flow path which is isolated from contact with the interior

of the combustion chamber 20, the particulate matter clogging of the

pilot burner air inlet screen 66, which alters the pilot flame condition and

triggers combustion shutdown, is directly indicative of clogging of the

main burner 24. Accordingly, by setting the thermocouple 54 to cause gas

valve closure in response to the detection of a predetermined degree of

clogging of the pilot burner air inlet screen 66, operation of the water

heater 10 may be shut down prior to the main burner 24 becoming

clogged with airborne particulate matter to a degree creating an

unacceptably high level of carbon monoxide during firing of the water

heater 

The foregoing detailed description is to be clearly understood as

being given by way of illustration and example only, the spirit and scope

of the present invention being limited solely by the appended claims.



The claims defining the invention are as follows:

1. Fuel-fired heating apparatus comprising:

a combustion chamber;

a first fuel burner disposed within said combustion chamber and

N-i operable to create a flame therein, said first fuel burner being cloggable

by particulate matter entrained in primary combustion air delivered

thereto during firing thereof;

a second fuel burner operable to create a flame and being cloggable

by particulate matter entrained in primary combustion air delivered

thereto during firing thereof;

an air supply system for supplying primary combustion air from

outside said combustion chamber to said first and second fuel burners

without exposing the supplied primary combustion air to the interior of

said combustion chamber on its way to said first and second fuel burners;

and

a shutdown system for monitoring the condition of said second fuel

burner flame and terminating combustion within said combustion

chamber when said condition is indicative of a predetermined degree of

clogging of said second fuel burner.

2. The fuel-fired heating apparatus of Claim 1 wherein:

said fuel-fired heating apparatus is a fuel-fired water heater.

2s 3. The fuel-fired heating apparatus of Claim 2 wherein:

said fuel-fired water heater is a gas-fired water heater.



/1

4. The fuel-fired heating apparatus of Claim 1 wherein:

3 said first fuel burner is a radiant fuel burner with a cloggable
?1

perforate flame-holding outer wall section.

0
O 5. The fuel-fired heating apparatus of Claim 4 wherein:

?said cloggable perforate flame-holding outer wall section is of a

3 metal mesh construction.

6. The fuel-fired heating apparatus of Claim 1 wherein:

said second fuel burner is a pilot burner operative to ignite said first

fuel burner.

7. The fuel-fired heating apparatus of Claim 6 wherein:

said pilot burner is disposed within said combustion chamber.

8. The fuel-fired heating apparatus of Claim 1 wherein:

said second fuel burner has an air intake portion over which a

cloggable perforate structure extends.

9. The fuel-fired heating apparatus of Claim 8 wherein:

said cloggable perforate structure is a metal screen structure.

The fuel-fired heating apparatus of Claim 1 wherein:

said fuel-fired heating apparatus further comprises a fuel supply

system for delivering fuel, from a source thereof, to said first and second

fuel burners, said fuel supply system including a fuel valve, and

said shutdown system is operative to close said fuel valve in

response to detecting said condition.



00

11. A fuel-fired water heater comprising:

a combustion chamber;

a main fuel burner disposed in said combustion chamber;

0a pilot fuel burner disposed in said combustion chamber and operative to

generate a flame for igniting said main fuel burner,

said main and pilot fuel burners being cloggable by particulate matter

IDentrained in primary combustion air supplied thereto during firing thereof;

a passage structure for flowing primary combustion air to said main and pilot

¢n fuel burners from outside of said combustion chamber, said passage structure being

io configured to prevent exposure to the interior of said combustion chamber of incoming

primary combustion air traversing said passage structure, said main and pilot fuel burners

receiving primary combustion air only via said passage structure; and

a shutdown system for terminating combustion in said combustion chamber prior

to said main fuel burner becoming clogged to a predetermined degree, said shutdown

Is system being operative to monitor the condition of said pilot fuel burner flame and

terminate combustion within said combustion chamber when said condition becomes

indicative of a predetermined degree of clogging of said pilot fuel burner.

12. A fuel-fired water heater comprising:

a combustion chamber;

a radiant main fuel burner disposed in said combustion chamber and having:

a hollow body with a perforate flame-holding outer wall section

cloggable by particulate matter entrained in combustion air being delivered to said main

fuel burner during firing thereof,

an air-receiving plenum coupled to said hollow body and having an

interior communicating with the interior of said hollow body, and a wall structure

defining a passage for flowing primary combustion air into said plenum, from outside of

said combustion chamber, for delivery from within said plenum to the interior of said

hollow body;

a pilot fuel burner disposed in said combustion chamber externally of said main

fuel burner and operative to generate a pilot flame useable to ignite said main fuel burner,

said pilot fuel burner having:

an air inlet portion extending into said plenum and having an air inlet

opening disposed within said plenum for receiving combustion air delivered thereto via

said passage, and
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a cloggable perforate structure interposed in the path of combustion air

being received by said air inlet opening; and

n- a shutdown system for terminating combustion in said combustion chamber prior
0 to said outer wall section of said main fuel burner becoming clogged to a predetermined

degree, said shutdown system being operative to monitor the condition of said pilot fuel

burner flame and terminate combustion within said combustion chamber when said

IDcondition becomes indicative of a predetermined degree of clogging of said cloggable

perforate structure of pilot fuel burner.

13. A method of operating a fuel-fired heating appliance having a first fuel

S to burner disposed within a combustion chamber, said method comprising the steps of:

providing a second fuel burner;

supplying to said first and second fuel burners all of the primary combustion air

utilized thereby during firing thereof from outside said combustion chamber in a manner

isolating the supplied primary combustion air from exposure to the interior of said

combustion chamber;

detecting clogging of said second fuel burner caused by particulate matter

entrained in primary combustion air being supplied thereto; and

preventing further combustion within said combustion chamber in response to

detecting a predetermined degree of clogging of said second fuel burner.

14. Fuel-fired heating apparatus comprising:

a combustion chamber;

a first fuel burner disposed in said combustion chamber;

a second fuel burner disposed in said combustion chamber,

said first and second fuel burners being cloggable to progressively

greater degrees related in a predetermined manner, by particulate matter in combustion air

being delivered thereto during firing thereof, and

a shutdown system operative to limit the maximum amount of clogging of said

first burner by sensing the attainment of a predetermined degree of clogging of said

second fuel burner and responsively disabling further operation of said first fuel burner.

15. A fuel-fired water heater comprising:

a combustion chamber;

a radiant main fuel burner disposed in said combustion chamber and having a

hollow body with an inlet portion for receiving combustion air, and a perforate

97877 I:LZV:TCW
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O flame-holding outer wall section cloggable by particulate matter entrained in combustion

air being delivered to said main fuel burner during firing thereof;

a pilot fuel burner disposed in said combustion chamber externally of said main

00 fuel burner and operative to generate a pilot flame useable to ignite said main fuel burner,

said pilot fuel burner having an inlet structure for receiving combustion air and being

cloggable by particulate matter entrained in combustion air being delivered to said pilot

IC fuel burner during firing thereof, the rates of clogging of said outer wall section of said

main fuel burner and said inlet structure of said pilot fuel burner during firing thereof

t being correlated in a predetermined manner; and

a shutdown system for terminating combustion in said combustion chamber prior

to said outer wall section of said main fuel burner becoming clogged to a predetermined

degree, said shutdown system being operative to monitor the condition of said pilot fuel

burner flame and terminate combustion within said combustion chamber when said

condition becomes indicative of a predetermined degree of clogging of said cloggable

inlet structure of said pilot fuel burner.

16. A method of operating a fuel-fired heating appliance having a cloggable

first fuel burner disposed within a combustion chamber, said method comprising the steps

of:

positioning a second fuel burner within the combustion chamber;

supplying combustion air to said first and second fuel burners;

detecting a reduction in combustion air flow to said second fuel burner caused by

particulate matter entrained in combustion air being supplied to said second fuel burner;

and

preventing further combustion within said combustion chamber in response to

detecting a predetermined degree of reduction in combustion air flow to said second fuel

burner indicative of a predetermined degree of clogging of said first fuel burner.

17. For use in a fuel-fired water heater having a combustion chamber with

main and pilot fuel burners disposed therein, a method of preventing said main fuel

burner from generating an undesirable level of carbon monoxide during firing thereof,

said method comprising the steps of sensing a condition of said pilot fuel burner during

operation thereof, indicative of a predetermined degree of clogging of said main fuel

burner by particulate matter, and responsively disabling further operation of said main

fuel burner.
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18. A fuel-fired heating apparatus substantially as hereinbefore described

with reference to the accompanying drawings.

00 19. A fuel-fired water heater substantially as hereinbefore described with

reference to the accompanying drawings.

20. A method of operating a fuel-fired heating appliance, the method

IN substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

Dated 8 July, 2008
SRheem Manufacturing Company

Patent Attorneys for the Applicant/Nominated Person

SPRUSON FERGUSON
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